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The foundations of SAL Commercial date back to
1998 with the establishment of Sunny Lighting
Australia, a family owned business. The Australian
owned and 
operated business methodically developed a
widespread reputation as a trusted brand in the
Australian lighting community.

Global market challenges and the dynamic evolution
of LED technology catapulted Sunny Lighting Australia
to the forefront of the lighting industry, manufacturing
and supplying cutting edge solutions for the
wholesale channel. Decades on, the 100% Australian
owned company now known as SAL National has
continued to build on its brand reputation for quality
product and exceptional service to be a leader of
lighting technologies in the 21st century.

SAL Commercial has established itself as an
organisation that understands all aspects of the
project lighting market. With a desire to challenge the
status quo of the lighting industry and develop class
leading products that not only enhance the
experience for end users but offer class leading
features and performance to those who design,
specify and who install our products.

SAL Commercial is proud of our rich history in the
Australian lighting landscape and steadfast in the
belief that we can help to shape the lighting industry
as the world becomes more dynamic and flexible for
decades to come. 

SAL Commercial has established key partnerships
with the worlds leading technology 
companies, providing the ability to handle projects of
all sizes with a focus on delivering best in class results
for lighting and quality. 

There are many links to the project lighting chain and
at SAL Commercial, it is our duty to ensure the end to
end solution delivers successful outcomes. 

o u r  s t o r your story
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pRojEcts

The Arrow X Project range is manufactured to the exact specifications of your
project. Available in suspended, surface mounted and recessed models. 

Arrow X™ pendants and surface mount profiles are
supplied as standard with a tool-free, magnetic end cap.
Engineered to completely remove any light leakage, and
to offer ease of access for serviceability.

Arrow X™ products offer the flexibility of selecting optional
indirect illumination, controlled independently from the
direct light source.

The complete Arrow X™ range are powered by Tridonic
control gear, delivering the latest technology and ensuring
performance and reliability for the lifetime of the product. 

MAgnetic

End cAp

powered by 

TRiDonic 

diRect / indiRect

illuminAtion
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The entire Arrow X™ range can be specified with Casambi
integration.  Utilising Tridonic control gear, customised
switching and dimming profiles are simple to set up and
commission using wireless technology.

suspEnsion

options

OpAl

diffuseR

All profiles are supplied with a UV stable, low glare
polycarbonate diffuser creating consistent, spot free and
linear illumination.

Arrow X™ suspended models are offered with either high
quality stainless steel cable suspension kits or a rod
suspension system.

wiReless

intEgrAtion

The Arrow X™ range is a linear lighting system constructed from
extruded aluminum and proudly made in Australia.
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SAMSUNG LED TECHNOLOGY

LED Lifetime L80/B10 @ 81,000 hours 

All Arrow X™ products are manufactured using
high output Samsung LED chip technology
ensuring reliability and performance for the
lifetime of the product. 
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LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

LEARN MORE

S45S

r80

r45

S45r

thE rANGE

S80
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ScAn me

Arrow X™ profiles can be specified
with Casambi wireless integration. 

cAsamBi

intEgrAtion

suspEnsion 

options

MODERN

DESIGN

Arrow X™ Summit is the latest addition to the range for 2021
and showcases the depth of options in the Arrow X range.

Arrow X™ suspended models are offered with
either high quality stainless steel cable or rod
suspension.

SUMMIT
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imagineD by the

in-house Design TeAm

nEw 2021

Summit is the latest addition to the pendant
range. With its unique and modern design, the
Summit profile makes a statement in any interior.  
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custom colours
available 

liGht leAk fRee

With precision engineered joins and
magnetic end caps, the Arrow X™
offers a light leak free solution.

The pendant range can be finished in any colour imaginable. 
*Lead times apply 
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53mm45mm

80mm45mm
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Dimension

Configurations

Performance

Arrow X™ LED Linear Profile - R45 | R80
The R45 and R80 recessed profiles are suited to a large range of applications.
The elegant and slim aesthetic has been engineered to fit into modern facilities
across a range of applications. Available in suspended and surface mount
options with custom lumen packages available. 

recessed
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Direct light source

16-33w p/m
4600lm Max p/m

SCAN ME

SURfacE    | RecessedsuspEnDeD    |



Magnetic tool free end cap
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Dimension

Configurations

Performance

Arrow X™ LED Linear Profile - S45S 
The S45 Square profile is suited to a large range of applications. The elegant
and slim aesthetic has been engineered to fit into modern facilities across a
range of applications. Available in suspended and surface mount options with
custom lumen packages available. 

45mm

45mm

suspended | surface mount
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Direct light source

16-33w p/m
4600lm Max p/m

Indirect light source

15w p/m
900lm Max p/m

SCAN ME

SURfacE    | RecessedsuspEnDeD    |



100mm

45mm

Magnetic tool free end cap

TM

Performance

Arrow X™ LED Linear Profile - S45R 
The S45 Rectangular profile is suited to a large range of applications. The elegant
and slim and tall aesthetic has been engineered to fit into modern facilities across
a range of applications. Available in suspended and surface mount options with
custom lumen packages available. 

suspended | surface mount

Configurations

Dimension
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Direct light source

Indirect light source

16-33w p/m
4600lm Max p/m

15w p/m
900lm Max p/m

SCAN ME

SURfacE    | RecessedsuspEnDeD    |
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82mm

80mm

Magnetic tool free end cap

Dimension

Configurations

Performance

Arrow X™ LED Linear Profile - S80 
The S80 profile is suited to a large range of applications. The elegant profile has
been engineered to fit into modern facilities across a range of applications.
Available in suspended and surface mount options with custom lumen
packages available. 

suspended | surface mount
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Direct light source

Indirect light source

16-33w p/m
4600lm Max p/m

15w p/m
900lm Max p/m

SCAN ME

SURfacE    | RecessedsuspEnDeD    |



15w p/m
900lm Max p/m

Arrow X™ LED Linear Profile - Summit
The Summit profile is suited to a large range of applications. The elegant and
sleek aesthetic has been engineered to fit into modern facilities across a range
of applications. Available in suspended and surface mount options with custom
lumen packages available. 

Magnetic tool free end cap

112mm

95mm
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Dimension

Configurations

Performance

Direct light source

Indirect light source

16-33w p/m
4600lm Max p/m
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new profile

SCAN ME

SURfacE    | RecessedsuspEnDeD    |
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